we are taekwondo
The adidas brand has been paramount in the world of taekwondo, even outfitting the national team of Korea, to innovate and develop footwear, dobok and equipment that enable practitioners to achieve their maximum potential. The brand has received the worldwide recognition of WTF and ITF federations. See you on the mats. You be in the dojang and on the mats the judge. Welcome to adidas Taekwondo.
Made of revolutionary stretchable fabric (100% polyester) for absolute freedom of movement through innovative elasticated one way effect. Extreme light and structured stretch fabrics with integrated Climacool® parts in Jacket and Pants for proper air ventilation. Jacket with V-neck. Pants with elasticated waist and additional draw string. Model without stripes under ref. ADITFLB1.

Colour: white
Sizes: 140 to 220 cm.
Adi-Fighter
ADITF02/01

Adi-Fighter dobok is made of 100% light polyester for an optimized freedom of movement through unique fabric. Extremely light and structured fabrics with integrated climacool® parts in jacket and pants for proper air ventilation. Jacket with V-neck. Pants with elasticated waist and additional draw string for a firm tightening. Nice adidas logo embroidered, plus the additional woven ‘WTF’ patch sewn on front of jacket, make this dobok unique of its kind, designed to optimize comfort and performance of taekwondo athletes. Available in black ‘V’ neck. Available without stripes (under ref.adITF01).

Colour: white.
Sizes: 140 to 220 cm.
Adi-Lady
ADITLD01

Adi-Lady dobok is made of 100% polyester fabric. Jacket is designed with a specific ‘slim fit’ cut thought for ladies and with the traditional V-neck. Light and structured fabrics with integrated climacool® parts in jacket and pants for proper air ventilation ensure an optimized comfort at training. Pants with elasticated waist and additional draw string for a firm tightening. The 3 adidas stripes are printed on the shoulders of jacket, the adidas logo is embroidered both on jacket and pants, plus the additional woven “WTF” patch sewn on front of jacket. This dobok has been designed specially for ladies, respecting the shape of their body, to let them perform during their practice. Available with black ‘V’ neck.  

Colour: white.
Sizes: 140 to 220 cm.
Adi-Grandmaster II
ADITGM02

Made of 20% Cotton / 80% Polyester. Special fabrics with woven structure and integrated woven adidas logo. Jacket with 'V-neck' cut. Pants with elasticated waist and additional draw string.

Color: white.
Sizes: 100 to 220 cm.
Adi-Supermaster II
ADITSM01

Made of 70% Cotton / 30% Polyester. Special fabrics with woven side kick design. Jacket with V-neck. Pants with elasticated waist and additional draw string.

Color: white.
Sizes: 140 to 220 cm.
Adi-Champion II
ADITCH02
Color: white.
Sizes: 100 to 220 cm.

Adi-Champ III
ADITCH03
Color: white.
Sizes: 100 to 220 cm.
Adi-Club 3
ADITCB02/01
Colors: white.
Sizes: 100 to 220 cm.

Adi-Start
ADITS01
Color: white.
Sizes: 100 to 200 cm.

Adi-Pants
ADITRR01
Sizes: 100 to 220 cm.

Adi-Champion Color
ADITCC01
Colors: red - blue - black.
Sizes: 100 to 220 cm.

Adi-Open black
ADIT001
Color: black.
Sizes: 140 to 220 cm.

Kids summer doboks
ADITKDO423/0425
Colors: white/red/yellow/blue (aditkd0423) or white/yellow/black 'V'-neck (aditkd0425).
Sizes: 108 to 179 cm.
**Poomsae Premium**

ADITPGM01

Poomsae Premium dobok made of 55% cotton - 45% polyester mixed fabrics. Jacket with V-neck and opening on the front/side of jacket, as per the official Poomsae WTF regulations. Pants with elasticated waist and additional draw string for a firm tightening. Excellent material with resistant structured fabric, fully respecting the technical execution of Poomsae practitioners. Nice adidas embroidered logo located both on jacket and pants, plus the additional woven ‘WTF’ embroidered patch sewn on the chest of jacket. This dobok has been designed to optimize the level of performance of the taekwondo athletes during the practice of Poomsae.

Colours: Gold/Black.
Sizes: 140 to 220 cm.

---

**Poomsae Adult Male / Youth Male**

ADITPAM/ADITPYM

Poomsae Adult Men / Youth Male dobok made of 55% cotton - 45% polyester mixed fabrics. Jacket with V-neck and opening on the front/side of jacket, as per the official Poomsae WTF regulations. Pants with elasticated waist and additional draw string for a firm tightening. Excellent material with resistant structured fabric, fully respecting the technical execution of Poomsae practitioners. Nice adidas embroidered logo located both on jacket and pants, plus the additional woven ‘WTF’ embroidered patch sewn on the chest of jacket. This dobok has been designed to optimize the level of performance of the taekwondo athletes during the practice of Poomsae.

Colours: white/black (Adult Male) - white/light blue (Youth Male).
Sizes: 148 to 220 cm (Adult Male) - 100 to 220 cm (Youth Male).

---

**Poomsae Adult Women / Youth Female**

ADITPAF/ADITPYF

Poomsae Adult Women / Youth Female dobok made of 55% cotton - 45% polyester mixed fabrics. Jacket with V-neck and opening on the front/side of jacket, as per the official Poomsae WTF regulations. Pants with elasticated waist and additional draw string for a firm tightening. Excellent material with resistant structured fabric, Special cut designed for ladies, respecting the shape of their body. Nice adidas embroidered logo located both on jacket and pants, plus the additional woven ‘WTF’ embroidered patch sewn on the jacket.

Colours: white/light blue (Adult Women) - white/red (Youth Female).
Sizes: 140 to 220 cm (Adult Women) - 100 to 220 cm (Youth Female).
**ITF Instructor Champion**

ADITITF03


Colours: white/black.
Sizes: 140 - 220cm.

**ITF Black Belt Champion**

ADITITF02


Colours: white/black.
Sizes: 140 to 220 cm.

**ITF Student**

ADITITF01


Colours: white/black.
Sizes: 100 - 220cm.

---

**Poom Belt**

ADITPB01

100% cotton.
Colors: black/red.
Sizes: 220 to 340 cm - Width: 4,3 cm.

**Master Deluxe**

ADITBB03

100% cotton. Heavy and thick quality.
Color: black.
Sizes: 220 to 340 cm - Width: 5 cm.

**Black belt**

ADITBB01 / 04

100% cotton.
Color: black.
Sizes: 220 - 340 cm. Width: 4,3 cm (adITBB01) or 5 cm (adITBB04).

**Colored belts**

ADITB01

100% cotton.
Color: white - yellow - green - blue - brown - red.
Sizes: 220 to 340 cm - Width: 4,3 cm.
Hapkido Master
ADIHKD05
Hapkido ‘Master’ Open uniform made of 55% cotton - 45% polyester mixed fabrics. Jacket with opening on the front of jacket including drawstring for tightening on the side. Pants with side pockets, elasticated waist and additional draw string for a firm tightening. Strong and heavy material with resistant properties, meetings the expectations of Hapkido practitioners. Nice adidas embroidered logo located both on jacket and pants, plus the three adidas woven stripes sewn on the shoulders of jacket. This uniform has been designed to optimize the level of performance of the Hapkido athletes at training.

Colours: white/black.
Sizes: 140 to 220 cm.

Hapkido Grand Master
ADIHKD06
Hapkido ‘Grand Master’ uniform made of 100% cotton. Jacket with openings on the front of jacket including drawstring for tightening on the side. Pants with side pockets, elasticated waist and additional draw string for a firm tightening. Strong and heavy material with resistant properties, meetings the expectations of Hapkido practitioners. Nice adidas embroidered logo located both on jacket and pants, plus the three adidas woven stripes sewn on the shoulders of jacket. This uniform has been designed to optimize the level of performance of the Hapkido athletes at training.

Colours: white/black.
Sizes: 140 to 220 cm.

Hapkido Champion
ADIHKD03
Hapkido ‘Champion’ men uniform made of 65% cotton - 35% polyester mixed fabrics. Jacket with opening on the front of jacket including drawstring for tightening on the side. Pants with elasticated waist and additional draw string for a firm tightening. Comfortable and resistant material, meetings the expectations of Hapkido practitioners. Nice adidas embroidered logo located both on jacket and pants. This uniform has been designed to optimize the level of performance of the Hapkido men practitioners at training.

Colours: white/black.
Sizes: 100 to 220 cm.

Hapkido Champion Black
ADIHKD04
Hapkido ‘Champion Black’ men coloured uniform made of 35% cotton - 65% polyester mixed fabrics. Jacket with opening on the front of jacket including drawstring for tightening on the side. Pants with elasticated waist and additional draw string for a firm tightening. Comfortable and resistant material, meetings the expectations of Hapkido practitioners. Nice adidas embroidered logo located both on jacket and pants. This uniform has been specially designed for kids, in order to optimize their level of performance at training.

Colours: white.
Sizes: 100 to 220 cm.

Hapkido Response Black
ADIHKD02
Hapkido ‘Response Black’ kids coloured uniform made of 35% cotton - 65% polyester mixed fabrics. Jacket with opening on the front of jacket including drawstring for tightening on the side. Pants with elasticated waist and additional draw string for a firm tightening. Comfortable and resistant material, meetings the expectations of Hapkido practitioners. Nice adidas embroidered logo located both on jacket and pants, plus the three adidas woven stripes sewn on the shoulders of jacket. This uniform has been specially designed for kids, in order to optimize their level of performance at training.

Colours: black/gold.
Sizes: 100 to 220 cm.

Hapkido Response
ADIHKD01
Hapkido ‘Response’ kids coloured uniform made of 35% cotton - 65% polyester mixed fabrics. Jacket with opening on the front of jacket including drawstring for tightening on the side. Pants with elasticated waist and additional draw string for a firm tightening. Comfortable and resistant material, meetings the expectations of Hapkido practitioners. Nice adidas embroidered logo located both on jacket and pants, plus the three adidas stripes sewn on the shoulders of jacket. This uniform has been specially designed for kids, in order to optimize their level of performance at training.

Colours: White.
Sizes: 100 to 220 cm.
**Adi Dyna**  
**ADITYD01**
Indoor training shoe made in strong and resistant PU. Perforated material at the inside part of shoe enabling air ventilation. Revolutionary design with covered lace closing system over the instep thanks to a wide strap using strong velcro system for tightening. Back loop for quick removal of shoe. White non markable rubber sole with pivot point on front part.
Colors: white/black - white/Solar blue - black/Solar blue.
Sizes: 36 to 48.

**Adi-Lux**  
**ADITLX01**
Indoor training shoe made in strong and resistant PU. Perforated material at the inside part of shoe enabling air ventilation. Revolutionary design with covered lace closing system over the instep thanks to a wide strap using strong velcro system for tightening. Back loop for quick removal of shoe. White non markable rubber sole with pivot point on front part.
Sizes: 36 to 48.
Colors: white/grey - black/grey - white/black - black/white.

**Adi SM III**  
**ADITSS03**
ADI-SM III - Indoor training shoe made in PU. Lace closing around the back foot for tight fitting. Light, flexible and thin rubber sole to beware the bar foot feeling. White non markable rubber sole with pivot point on front part. Small ventilation holes located on the front & upper side of shoe. Three adidas stripes on sides of shoe.
Colors: white / black - black / white.
Sizes: 34 to 48.

**Adi SM II**  
**ADITSS02**
Indoor training shoe made in PU. Lace closing around the back foot for tight fitting. Light, flexible and thin rubber sole to beware the bar foot feeling. White non markable rubber sole with pivot point on front part.
Sizes: 34 to 48.
Colors: white/black - black/white - black/red.

**Adi Kick**  
**ADITKK01**
The right solution for beginners. A very light shoe with good fit and grippy rubber outsole. Short lace for better fixation on foot.
Sizes: 30 to 48.
Colors: white / black.
PSS protector scoring system - chestguard

ADITAP02

PSS adidas protector & scoring system has been tested and performed last two years by Korean Taekwondo Association, and approved by WTF. Made of strong polyester outer material and foam padding. Tightening thanks to velcro & strap system, plus lace-up cords. Optimized taekwondo electronic PSS perfectly distinguishing between valid and invalid points by 2 level sensoring. Impact and proximity sensor. Able to perform various taekwondo technique and skills. High security and stability of wireless system. This protector will do the utmost to obtain valuable results of players and also prevent unfair judgment to athlete.

Colors: red - blue.
Sizes: 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 (correspond to sizes XS to XL).

PSS protector scoring system - headguard

ADITAP02

The adidas electronic head-guard has been tested and performed last two years by Korean Taekwondo Association, and approved by WTF. Made of strong resistant moulded foam. Tightening system thanks to velcro & strap located at chin. Optimized taekwondo electronic PSS perfectly distinguishing between valid and invalid points by 2 level sensoring. Impact and proximity sensor. Able to perform various taekwondo technique and skills. High security and stability of wireless system. This protector will do the utmost to obtain valuable results of players and also prevent unfair judgment to athlete.

Colors: blue - red.
Sizes: XS to XL.

PSS protector scoring system - foot socks

ADITFS03

The adidas electronic foot protector has been tested and performed last two years by Korean Taekwondo Association, and approved by WTF. Made of strong polyester outer material and foam padding. Tightening system thanks to velcro & strap, plus lace-up cords. Optimized taekwondo electronic PSS perfectly distinguishing between valid and invalid points by 2 level sensoring. Impact and proximity sensor. Able to perform various taekwondo technique and skills. High security and stability of wireless system. This protector will do the utmost to obtain valuable results of players and also prevent unfair judgment to athlete.

Color: white.
The adizero headguard is undoubtedly the lightest full molded taekwondo training head guard in its class, weighing in at less than 290g! The head guard is designed in a truly innovative and ergonomic way, inspired by the adidas «3 stripes» story on the protective section. The holes on the top and sides enable both ventilation and optimal shock absorption during training, thanks to its unique controlled-density foam. Adjustment is easy, thanks to the nylon velcro fast-strap system located at chin and rear. Internal/external material is washable for optimal hygiene. Officially approved by WTF in red and blue colors. Officially approved by ITF in red, blue and white colors.

Colors: red - blue - white.
Unique 5 sizes class: XS - S - M - L - XL
Foot socks
ADITFS01
The adidas foot socks are made of strong polyester outer resistant material and foam padding, to ensure durability at training. Tightening system thanks to velcro & strap.
Colour: white/Black.
Sizes: XS to XL.

WTF Fighter gloves
ADITFG01
The adidas ‘Fighter’ gloves are made of strong polyester outer resistant material and foam padding, to ensure durability at training. Tightening system thanks to velcro & strap.
Color: white/Black.
Sizes: XS to XL.

Semi Contact Gloves
ADIBFC01
WAKO semi-contact contact gloves made from PU outer. Inside padding is made from IMF injection molded foam. New ergonomic shape. Wrap around velcro fastening for optimal adjustment. These ‘WAKO-approved’ gloves have been specially designed for semi-contact boxing, in order to give semi-contact boxers the best gloves ever. Large adidas logo printed on the outside of glove and three horizontal stripes printed on closing strap, giving these gloves a unique adidas look. The unique construction has been designed to optimize the speed and the movements of a semi-contact boxer, the gloves are ideal for semi-contact boxing.
Colors: black/white - black/grey - black/fluor green - black/blue - black/red - black/white - blue/black - red/black.
Sizes: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL.

Kick Boots
ADIBP04
Kick boots made from highly resistant PU outside material, and padded with high density injection molded PU foam for optimal shock absorption. Large elastic velcro closing system for firm tightening when worn. The toe elastic is covered with neoprene, for better comfort when worn. This ‘WAKO approved’ protector equipment has been specially designed for kick-boxing, in order to give users the best kick boot ever.
Colors: black/white - black/grey - black/fluor green - black/blue - black/red - black/yellow - white/black - blue/black - red/black.
Sizes: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL.

Kick Shoes PU
ADITKS02
Kick shoes made in PU, with velcro closing. Product for Asia only.
Colors: blue - red - white.
Sizes: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL.

Kick Shoes PU
ADITKS02
Kick shoes made in PU, with velcro closing. Product for Asia only.
Colors: blue - red - white.
Sizes: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL.

Training headguard
ADITHG01
Training headguard, extra light. Fast closing with velcro strap. The soft EVA material allows an easy adjusting to the head shape and a good level of protection at training. The outer material can be quickly cleaned.
Colors: red - blue - white.
Sizes: XS - S - M - L - XL.

Training headguard
ADITHG01
Training headguard, extra light. Fast closing with velcro strap. The soft EVA material allows an easy adjusting to the head shape and a good level of protection at training. The outer material can be quickly cleaned.
Colors: red - blue - white.
Sizes: XS - S - M - L - XL.

Kid Chest Guard Reversible
ADITKP01
Colors: red/white - blue/white.
Sizes: 0 - 1 - 2 - 3.

Chest Guard Reversible
ADITAP01
Body protector for training and competition, reversible. Including shoulder protection. Lace closing on backside. Made in PU.
Colors: red/white - blue/white.
Sizes: 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6.
Forearm Pad
ADITPP01
PU3G
Forearm protector in anatomical shape. Made in PU. Two all around elastic straps with easy velcro closing for tight fitting.
Colors: white / black.
Sizes: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL.

Shin Knee Pad Protector
ADITSK01
PU3G
Shin-/Knee protector combination in anatomical shape. Made in PU. Two all around elastic straps with easy velcro closing for tight fitting.
Colors: white / black.
Sizes: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL.

Shin and Instep Pad
ADITSP02
PU3G
Shin-/Instep protector combination in anatomical shape. Made in PU. Two all around elastic straps with easy velcro closing for tight fitting.
Colors: white / black.
Sizes: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL.

Shin and Instep Pad
ADITSP01
PU3G
Shin and Instep pad made from resistant and elasticized polyester light material. Ergonomic shape thanks to close-fit cut and flat-lock stitching, no velcro, for an optimized comfort when worn. Inside material is composed of separated blocks of new generation of EVA foam, with a high level of shock absorption.
Colors: white.
Sizes: XS - S - M - L - XL.

WTF Forearm Pad
ADIBP25
Forearm made from resistant and elasticized polyester light material. Ergonomic shape thanks to close-fit cut and flat-lock stitching, no velcro, for an optimized comfort when worn. Inside material is composed of separated blocks of new generation of EVA foam, with a high level of shock absorption.
Colors: white.
Sizes: XS - S - M - L - XL.

Shin and Instep Pad
ADIBP21
Shin and instep pad made from resistant and elasticized polyester light material. Ergonomic shape thanks to close-fit cut and flat-lock stitching, no velcro, for an optimized comfort when worn. Inside material is composed of separated blocks of new generation of EVA foam, with a high level of shock absorption.
Colors: white.
Sizes: XS - S - M - L - XL.

WTF Shin Pad
ADIBP20
Shin pad made from resistant and elasticized polyester light material. Ergonomic shape thanks to close-fit cut and flat-lock stitching, no velcro, for an optimized comfort when worn. Inside material is composed of separated blocks of new generation of EVA foam, with a high level of shock absorption.
Colors: white.
Sizes: XS - S - M - L - XL.
**WTF Men Groinguard**
ADITGG01

Men’s groinguard made in PU. Includes anatomical hard plastic cup. 

Colours: white/black. 
Sizes: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL.

---

**Training Groin Guard**
ADIBP06

Training groin guard, made from light, airy, polyester fabric. Removable rigid cup permits to wash the cup supporter outside fabric regularly. This protector has been designed to allow men to start the practice of taekwondo in good conditions of performance and safety. 

Color: white. 
Size: S - M - L - XL.

---

**Training Groin Guard**
ADIBP06

Training groin guard, made from light, airy, polyester fabric. Removable rigid cup permits to wash the cup supporter outside fabric regularly. This protector has been designed to allow men to start the practice of taekwondo in good conditions of performance and safety. 

Color: white. 
Size: S - M - L - XL.

---

**Forearm Pad**
ADIBP17

Forearm protector made of 100% polyester material. Ergonomic shape with articulated parts between upper and lower parts of forearm area are making this protector a highly functional and protective item. This protector has been specially designed to optimize safety during the practice of taekwondo. 

Color: white. 
Sizes: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL.

---

**Shin Guard Pad**
ADIBP18

Shin protector made of 100% polyester material. This protector has been specially designed to optimize safety during the practice of taekwondo. 

Color: white. 
Sizes: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL.

---

**Women Groin Guard**
adITGF01

Women groinguard made in PU. Flexible and anatomical shape for excellent wearing comfort. 

Colours: white. 
Sizes: XS - S - M - L - XL.

---

**Forearm Pad**
ADIBP17

Forearm protector made of 100% polyester material. Ergonomic shape with articulated parts between upper and lower parts of forearm area are making this protector a highly functional and protective item. This protector has been specially designed to optimize safety during the practice of taekwondo. 

Color: white. 
Sizes: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL.

---

**Shin and Knee Pad**
ADIBP15

Knee and shin protector made of 100% polyester material. Ergonomic shape with articulated parts between upper and lower parts of knee areas, plus a full protective area made from ‘EVA’ foam padding all over the shin and knee front sides, are making this protector a highly functional and protective item. Tightening system thanks to elastizized fabric. This protector has been specially designed to optimize safety during the practice of taekwondo. 

Color: white. 
Sizes: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL.

---

**Elasticated Shin and Instep Pad**
ADITES02

Shin and instep protector is made of mixed cotton/polyester fabrics, to allow a good level of protection and an easy maintenance. Elastizized fabrics for tight fitting. 

Color: white. 
Sizes: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL.

---

**Training Groin Guard**
ADIBP06

Training groin guard, made from light, airy, polyester fabric. Removable rigid cup permits to wash the cup supporter outside fabric regularly. This protector has been designed to allow men to start the practice of taekwondo in good conditions of performance and safety. 

Color: white. 
Size: S - M - L - XL.
Elasticated Shin Pad
ADITES01
Colors: white/black.
Sizes: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL.

Elasticated Forearm Pad
ADITEF01
Forearm protector made in Polyester fabrics. Elastiziced fabrics for tight fitting. Easy maintenance.
Colors: white/black.
Sizes: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL.

Elasticated Ankle Supporter
ADITEAA01
Elastic Textile Polyester Fabrics.
Colors: white/black.
Sizes: One size fits all.

Elasticated Instep Pad
ADITEI01
Elastic Textile Polyester Fabrics
Colors: white/black.
Size: S - M - L.

Large Curved Body Shield
ADIBAC06
Curved kick-shield with «air stream system» and made of ‘Maya’ PU & PU mixed materials, with special backing for durability of accessory. Three handle bars and strong nylon straps enable a good handling of the accessory at training. Interior is filled with ‘aero foam’ padding plus side vents to provide vacuum effect and to ensure a good impact absorption. Clean adidas printed logo on the outside material.
Color: black.
Dimensions: 65 x 45 x 14 cm.

“Iranian Style” Curved Shield
ADITHK01
Iranian style shield made of resistant PU outside material and filled with resistant ‘Polymax’ foam padding, for optimal durability and shock absorption at training. Three reinforced handles enable a good grip, especially designed for sparring and training kick techniques. Clean adidas logo printed on front side of shield.
Color: black.
Size: 41 x 21 x 10 cm.
Double Target Mitt
ADITDT05
Double Hand Mitt for speed kick training, made in Soft vinyl material. Inside molded foam for better durability.
Colours: black.
Sizes: M.

Single Target Mitt
ADITST01
Single Hand Mitt for speed kick training, made in ‘Maya’ PU. Nylon strap handle.
Colours: black/white - white/black.
Sizes: S - L.

Double Target Mitt
ADITDT01
Double Hand Mitt for speed kick training, made in ‘Maya’ PU. Nylon strap handle.
Colours: black/white - white/black.
Sizes: S - L.

Single Target Mitt
ADITST05
Single Hand Mitt for speed kick training, made in Soft vinyl material. Inside molded foam for better durability.
Colours: black.
Sizes: M.
Double Target Mitt
ADITDT03
Double Hand Mitt for speed kick training, made in PU. Nylon strap handle.
Colours: black/red - red/blue - blue/red.
Sizes: S - L.

Training Single Target Mitt
ADITST03
Single Hand Mitt for speed kick training, made in PU. Nylon strap handle.
Colours: black - blue - red.
Sizes: S - L.

Kid Double Target Mitt
ADITKT02
Extra small Double Hand Mitt for speed kick training, made in PU. Nylon strap handle.
Colours: yellow/red - blue/red - black/green.
Sizes: XS.
Taekwondo T-Shirt

ADICTT

Premium T-Shirt - 30 singles, 6 oz / 170 Gsm/m2. 100% combed cotton T-shirt. Featuring direct screenprint at front: center chest. Contrast "ADIDAS TAEKWONDO" necktape inside collar and adidas woven loop stitched on the sleeve.

Colors: night shade - black - white - grey.
Sizes: 116 - 128 - 140 - 152 - 164 - XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL.

Taekwondo Hoody

ADICHT

Premium pull-over hoody - 12 Oz / 350 Gsm/m2. 80/20 poly-cotton pull-over hoody featuring direct screen print at front / center chest. Contrast "ADIDAS TAEKWONDO" necktape inside collar.

Colors: night shade - black - white - grey.
Sizes: 116 - 128 - 140 - 152 - 164 - XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL.
Taekwondo T-Shirt
ADICTT
Premium 30 singles, 6 Oz / 170 Gsm/m2. 100% combed cotton T-shirt. Featuring direct screenprint at front / center chest. Contrast "ADIDAS TAEKWONDO" necktape inside collar and adidas woven loop stitched on the sleeve.
Colors: dark blue - light blue - black - white - grey.
Sizes: 116 - 128 - 140 - 152 - 164 - XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL.

Taekwondo Hoody
ADICHT
Premium pull-over hoody - 12 Oz / 350 Gsm/m2. 80/20 poly-cotton pull-over hoody featuring direct screen print at front / center chest. Contrast "ADIDAS TAEKWONDO" necktape inside collar.
Colors: dark blue - light blue - black - grey.
Sizes: 116 - 128 - 140 - 152 - 164 - XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL.
Tracksuit Micro-fiber
TR040/41

Club/Team Tracksuit made of 100% microfiber polyester material. Unisex cut. Full length zipper on front of jacket. Side pockets with zipper closing both on jacket and on pants. Long zipper located at bottom of pants allows athletes to keep shin of foot protectors in place in between fights at tournaments. Elasticated wrists. Jacket (ref. TR40) and pants (ref. TR41) sold separately. Free area is left both on chest and at the back of jacket, to let clubs and teams print their own logo. This tracksuit is designed to let combat sports and martial arts clubs/teams have their own ‘community inspired’ tracksuit.

Colours: black - blue - white - red.
Sizes: 130 cm - 140 cm - XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL.